Keratin 19: predicted amino acid sequence and broad tissue distribution suggest it evolved from keratinocyte keratins.
The type I keratin 19 is unusual in its tissue distribution in that under normal circumstances it does not seem to be restricted, as the other keratins are, to expression in either stratified or simple epithelia. In addition to the previously reported distribution of keratin 19 in human tissues, we have observed keratin 19 in epidermal basal cells, in a defined region of the hair follicle, and in nipple epidermis. We noticed that expression of keratin 19 appears to be especially characteristic of regions of labile or variable cellular differentiation as indicated by the presence of multiple keratin phenotypes in close proximity to each other. Using a monoclonal antibody recognizing keratin 19 (LP2K) to screen a human placenta cDNA expression library, we have isolated, cloned, and sequenced cDNA coding for full-length human keratin 19, as confirmed by its reactivity with several other known anti-keratin 19 monoclonal antibodies and by the near identity of its sequence with that of the bovine keratin 19 homologue. This similarity extends to both proteins being truncated at the C-terminal end to only 13 amino acids beyond the rod domain. Although the amino acid homology over the N-terminal and helical rod domains is particularly high, the human and bovine proteins diverge substantially over the short C-terminal domain, which suggests that this region has no conserved function. Comparison with other type I keratins indicates that the closest evolutionary neighbors of keratin 19 are keratinocyte keratins, probably 13 and 14, and not the simple epithelial keratin 18. Assessing the histochemistry and sequence data together, we propose that the cell may use this apparently deficient keratin as a "neutral" keratin. While unimpaired in its ability to polymerize (keeping the cell integrated into the epithelial sheet via filament-desmosome networks), keratin 19 expression does not irrevocably commit a cell to any one of the local differentiation options. Such predicted differentiational flexibility may also imply vulnerability to transformation.